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Population, Household, and Employment Forecasts

Why Do We Need Forecasts?
Why should we care about population or employment
forecasts in a long-range transportation plan?
Where and how the region grows will affect where and
how the region travels. To accommodate changes in
population and in the kinds
of employment opportunities available to the workforce, the region will need a
transportation system that
provides effective options
for everyone.

Beginning in January 2011,
10,000 Americans will turn 65 years old each
day of the year for the next 19 years.

Cooperative Forecasting Group
The Cooperative Forecasting Group (CFG) consists
of representatives of state and local planning agencies. This group develops and maintains population,
household, and employment forecasts for the Baltimore
metropolitan region.

Round 8A Forecasts
This month, the Baltimore Regional Transportation
Board (BRTB) endorsed the Round 8A long-range forecasts developed by the CFG. The Round 8A forecasts
are updates to the Round 8 cooperative forecasts, which
the BRTB endorsed in August 2013.

Inputs for Modeling
The Round 8A forecasts provide the spatial location and
concentration of population, households, and employ-

By 2040, the Baltimore region’s population
is expected to surpass 3 million people
for the first time.
ment. These serve as key inputs to the region’s travel
demand model. Planners use this model to simulate
individuals’ work and non-work travel patterns.
Output from the travel demand model helps to identify
regional transportation needs. This informs the decisions the BRTB will make about potential new projects
in developing the long-range transportation plan.

Coordinating with Other Regions
The BRTB staff also uses forecasts in discussions on
bi-regional growth assumptions with planning organizations in adjoining regions. These include the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments and
Wilmington Area Planning Commission.

For more information . . .
about Round 8A or demographic forecasting in general, please contact:
Shawn Kimberly
Baltimore Metropolitan Council
(410) 732-0500 x1026
skimberly@baltometro.org

From 2010 to 2040, the region’s population
is expected to grow 14%, while employment
growth is projected at 26%.

